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July 29 2012………………...Meeting at Luxton 11:00AM 

August 11, 12 ……..…...…....Coombs Fair 

Aug 17,18 19 …….....…….....V.I. Exhibition (Nanaimo) 

Aug 25 2012…………………..Cobble Hill Fair 

Sept 1,2,3,……………………..Saanich fair 

Sept 14,15,16………………….Luxton Fall Fair 

Executive Reports…………………………...2,3 

 

 

The people at the 12 billion dollar Large Hadron Accelerator near Geneva Switzerland 

announced a major discovery this week. They found the Higgs boson, one of the major 

goals for the researchers working there and the main reason the machine was constructed 

in the first place.  All the particle physicists in the world are twittering with excitement at 

this discovery. Steven Hawking reportedly lost a $100 bet due to the discovery. The 

Higgs boson confers mass to all other particles. It is like an energy field that permeates 

the cosmos, slowing down some particles as they travel through causing them to have 

mass. Other particles (like photons), pass through without slowing and don’t have mass.  

I have observed that blacksmiths tend to act like Higgs boson magnets, initially attracting 

mass to their hips and buttocks then developing a more generalized attraction all over 

their body. It affects male and female blacksmiths equally. It is a progressive condition 

that gets worse with the progression of time. The younger people tend to be normal when 

they first start at the forge, but after a few years the condition becomes apparent. I have 

also observed that other occupations tend to act as if they repel Higgs bosons. Gymnasts, 

ballet dancers and super models obviously repel the little buggers. Finding the nature of 

that repellent would be the next obvious step for the CERN folks in Geneva.  In the mean 

time, just strap a ballet dancer to your waist like a belt (some of you will need more than 

one) and you will be fine. The Higgs particles will dissipate away and you will be back to 

your original condition. Isn’t science grand? 

 

A Matter of Mass 
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VIBA June 24 ‘12 

 

 Show and Tell: Charlie L brought a 

shoe-horn made the morning of the meeting.  

 Randy brought a brass lock that he 

bought in Taiwan, estimated to be 200-300 

years old, with a very strange mechanism. 

The key had a couple of tiny arms set cross-

ways on its end, which when inserted, seized 

the ends of some springy rods and drew 

them together, freeing the mechanism to 

open the lock. 

 Dave brought in a candelabrum, 

with the candle holders being old glass elec-

trical insulators,  the metal holding the glass 

an ingenious set of curved bits arranged so 

they would not fracture the glass, the up-

rights were rebar, and at the end of each up-

right, a chicken foot. The knobby bits of the 

feet were applied with brazing material. 

Dave went into the problems he had assem-

bling the candelabrum. It was difficult to 

assemble it so when the final welds were 

made, everything lined up, but he did a love-

ly job, and gave me some ideas. He also 

brought in some stuff for fairs, fish-hooks 

for hanging coats, salmon fobs for key 

chains, and a hook made with a threaded top 

so it could be mounted with minimal tools. 

He tried colouring the salmon with gilders 

paste, but did not get much colour to happen.  

 There was some discussion at this 

point about encouraging talented people to 

make serious art and sell it at the fairs. His 

suggestion is that if someone made some-

thing that sold for more than $50.00, he 

should keep 90%, if it sold for more than 

$100.00, he should keep 95%, and if it sold 

for more than $150.00, he should keep it all. 

However, the maker would have to be at the 

fair and monitor their product. 

 Norm brought a “what is it?” he 

salvaged from the scrap drive for Metchosin 

Hall. It is a sump pump, operated by compressed 

air or steam, estimated to be about 100 years 

old. Steam is injected in the side, comes out the 

top, sucks up water by the venture effect, and 

the float controls the rate of flow. He also 

brought in 3 gas welding/cutting tips and told us 

how they operated and what the safety concerns 

were. He will write up an article on them, to 

appear elsewhere. 

 

 New people: Rachelle Berd, Randy 

Routley and Darcy Clark, were all present, as 

was Shannon, who is not exactly new. 

 

 Financial report: we are still solvent, 

and have received enough bank interest to buy a 

beer. 

 

 Frank Clayton will give some more 

demonstrations of oxy-acetylene work, to follow 

up on his very informative and useful demon-

stration of last week. They will probably happen 

in the fall, after the end of the fair season.  

No report 





Show and Tell 

Norm’s cutting tips 

for different gasses 

and sump pump 

Shannon’s blacksmith class items 



Dave’s hooks and fish 

Randy’s Asian padlock 

Charlie’s shoe horn 



 

 Forge Welding Flux Recipes  

At the 2012 NWBA Spring Conference in Longview, there was a lot of interest in forge weld-

ing fluxes. Gordon Williams mentioned "Black Magic" flux which is said not to damage fire-

brick and so is good for using in propane forges.  

I've dug through approximately 200 books looking for flux recipes used in forge welding. 

There are a lot of them! The best single source was Practical Blacksmithing by M. T. Richard-

son, published 1891.  

Basic Considerations:  

Forge welding fluxes are used in basically three different situations:  

mild steel to mild steel  

tool steel to tool steel  

mild steel to tool steel.  

 

Some fluxes merely melt to cover the hot metal to prevent oxidation, while others actually dis-

solve scale as well as covering hot metal.  

Scale melts at a sufficiently high temperature, and will actually serve as a flux under the right 

conditions. So, it is possible to forge weld without flux. However, sometimes the melting point 

of the metal is about the same as the melting point of the scale, so forge welding without flux 

can be risky. Because carbon steel has a relatively low welding temperature, flux should be 

used for welding carbon steel. According to some references, boric acid tends to remove carbon 

so should not be used in fluxes for welding tool steel and knife billets.  

Iron powder and iron filings provide friction that helps prevent the parts being welded from 

slipping apart. Also, iron filings provide sparks that indicate when the correct welding tempera-

ture has been reached.  

Borax eats firebrick incredibly fast, so it's not a good idea to use borax-based flux in a forge 

with a firebrick floor. Fortunately about half of the recipes here do not use borax.  

The following recipes are compiled from several books:  

Practical Blacksmithing, by M. T. Richardson, 1891  

The Blacksmith's Guide, by J. F. Sallows, 1907  

Forging, by Ernst Schwarzkopf, 1916  

Hand Forging, International Library of Technology, 1924  

Steel Working and Tool Dressing, by Warren S. Casterlin, 1914  

Forge Craft, by Charles Philip Crowe, 1913  

By Steve McGrew NWBA member 







Picnic at Glenn’s 




